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Single-cell activity of freshwater aerobic anoxygenic
phototrophic bacteria and their contribution to
biomass production
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Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria are photoheterotrophs that despite their low
abundances have been hypothesized to play an ecologically and biogeochemically important role in
aquatic systems. Characterizing this role requires a better understanding of the in situ dynamics and
activity of AAP bacteria. Here we provide the first assessment of the single-cell activity of freshwater
AAP bacteria and their contribution to total bacterial production across lakes spanning a wide trophic
gradient, and explore the role of light in regulating AAP activity. The proportion of cells that were
active in leucine incorporation and the level of activity per cell were consistently higher for AAP than
for bulk bacteria across lakes. As a result, AAP bacteria contributed disproportionately more to total
bacterial production than to total bacterial abundance. Interestingly, although environmentally driven
patterns in activity did not seem to differ largely between AAP and bulk bacteria, their response to
light did, and exposure to light resulted in increases in the proportion of active AAP bacteria with no
clear effect on their cell-specific activity. This suggests that light may play a role in the activation of
AAP bacteria, enabling these photoheterotrophs to contribute more to the carbon cycle than
suggested by their abundance.
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Introduction

Aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic (AAP) bacteria
are a cosmopolitan photoheterotrophic group of
prokaryotes that inhabit the water column of all
aquatic ecosystems (Yurkov and Csotonyi, 2009;
Koblížek, 2015). The capacity of AAP bacteria to
obtain energy from both the oxidation of organic
matter and light-induced proton translocation has
led to explorations of the potential competitive
advantage of AAP bacteria and their trophic and
biogeochemical roles in aquatic ecosystems (Moran
and Miller, 2007; Béjà and Suzuki, 2008; Ferrera
et al., 2011). Experimental studies with AAP bacter-
ial isolates demonstrate that light stimulates biomass
production and increases the efficiency of utilization
of organic carbon sources (Biebl and Wagner-Döbler,
2006; Spring et al., 2009; Hauruseu and Koblížek,
2012), suggesting that AAP cells benefit from the

capacity to use light-derived energy. However, most
in situ studies on the ecology of AAP bacteria have
focused on exploring their abundance or diversity
(Koblížek, 2015), and very little is known about the
physiological status of AAP cells in natural aquatic
environments, and whether and how sunlight influ-
ences the in situ dynamics and activity of AAP
bacteria. This largely limits our understanding of the
ecological importance of this group, and the poten-
tial global significance of the photoheterotrophic
processes carried out by AAP bacteria in natural
aquatic ecosystems.

Available data indicate that despite their low
relative abundances and the apparently low amount
of energy potentially gained through phototrophy
(Kirchman and Hanson, 2013), AAP bacteria are
more active, larger and grow faster than the
bulk bacterial community (Koblízek et al., 2007;
Ferrera et al., 2011; Hojerová et al., 2011; Kirchman
et al., 2014). It is not clear, however, whether these
higher apparent growth rates and potential competi-
tiveness of AAP bacteria can be directly attributed to
a light-driven effect. Recently, Stegman et al. (2014)
developed an approach that combines infrared
epifluorescence microscopy with microautoradiogra-
phy (AAP-MAR) in order to directly assess the
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activity of AAP bacteria from natural communities
by measuring the incorporation of radioactive sub-
strates by individual AAP cells. Recent studies using
this approach in the Delaware estuary and the
coastal waters of the West Antarctic Peninsula
(Kirchman et al., 2014; Stegman et al., 2014)
confirmed that AAP cells were on average more
active in substrate uptake than bulk bacterial cells,
although there were large spatial and seasonal
variations in the percentage of active AAP bacteria.
Moreover, contrary to expectations, light did not
enhance AAP single-cell activity in leucine incor-
poration in experimental incubations relative to dark
controls, although AAP activity was positively
correlated with light availability in the water
column. The evidence converges to suggest that in
terms of activity, AAP bacteria must play a role that
is disproportionately large relative to their biomass
in aquatic systems, yet we are still far from under-
standing under what circumstances this role may
be more or less important, under what scenarios this
group has a competitive advantage relative to other
prokaryotes and how light influences the activity
of this group of prokaryotes. In addition, all studies
of AAP bacterial activity in natural environments
have been carried out in estuarine or marine waters,
and the magnitude and regulation of AAP bacterial
activity in freshwater ecosystems remain completely
unknown.

In this paper, we explore patterns in single-cell
activity of freshwater AAP bacteria across a range of
temperate lakes in Québec (Canada) that vary widely
in trophic status and light availability. Using the
AAP-MAR approach developed by Stegman et al.
(2014), we investigated how the proportion of active
AAP bacteria and their single-cell activity in leucine

incorporation vary among lakes, and how they
compare with activity patterns of the bulk bacterial
community. In addition, we explored the role of light
in regulating the heterotrophic activity of bulk and
AAP bacteria by exposing lake samples to artificial
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR). By quan-
tifying the area of silver grains associated with active
cells and comparing it with bulk bacterial produc-
tion rates, we were able to estimate, for the first time,
the contribution of freshwater AAP bacteria to total
bacterial biomass production in their natural setting.

Materials and methods

Study sites and sample collection
We sampled 7 northern temperate lakes, 6 of which
were located in the Eastern Townships region of
southeastern Québec (45.24°N, 72.12°W) and one in
the Laurentian region north of Montréal (46.01°N,
74.15°W), Canada (Table 1). The lakes were chosen
to cover a wide range in dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) concentrations and a gradient in lake produc-
tivity, both in terms of chlorophyll a (Chl a) and
nutrient concentrations, so that they differed greatly
in trophic status and light availability (Table 1).
Each lake was sampled once between July and
August 2013. During summer stratification, lakes
may develop a hypoxic hypolimnion that makes
the detection of AAP bacteria problematic, as it is not
possible to distinguish bacteriochlorophyll a (BChl a)-
containing AAP bacteria from BChl a-containing
anaerobic phototrophic cells. In order to avoid
sampling in hypoxic zones, we measured vertical
profiles of temperature and dissolved oxygen for all
lakes and collected water samples from the aerobic

Table 1 Environmental properties, prokaryotic abundances, activity and BChl a concentrations and content in the epilimnetic waters of
the lakes studied

Environmental properties Bowker Waterloo Magog Coulombe Aylmer Nicolet Croche

Maximum depth (m) 63 6 11 9 14 29 11
Sampling depth (m) 6.0 2.0 4.0 0.5 1.0 3.5 1.5
KPAR (m− 1) 0.31 1.34 0.50 1.52 1.05 0.52 0.67
Temperature (°C) 21 25 23 19 20 20 21
Dissolved oxygen (%) 110 103 108 89 95 94 96
pH 8.2 8.6 8.5 7.5 7.2 7.5 6.7
DOC (mg l− 1) 2.7 7.8 4.9 14 10 3.5 4.8
TP (μg l−1) 3.3 7.3 12.7 16.0 11.7 2.7 2.7
DP (μg l− 1) 2.5 6.2 5.5 8.4 7.3 1.6 1.3
TN (mg l−1) 0.15 0.49 0.25 0.44 0.45 0.29 0.16
DN (mg l− 1) 0.13 0.48 0.21 0.37 0.41 0.28 0.15
Chl a (μg l− 1) 0.8 11.0 2.9 3.7 3.3 0.7 1.1

Bacterial characteristics
Total bacteria (106 cells per ml) 2.65 5.27 3.43 2.42 2.98 1.38 0.92
AAP bacteria (104 cells per ml) 3.05 13.5 7.78 6.71 9.57 4.16 4.00
AAP bacteria (% of DAPI counts) 1.15 2.57 2.27 2.78 3.22 3.01 4.34
BChl a (ng l− 1) 5.94 24.29 10.52 9.80 5.16 8.53 12.57
Specific BChl a (10−1 fg per cell) 1.95 1.80 1.35 1.46 0.54 2.05 3.14

Abbreviations: AAP, aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic; BChl a, bacteriochlorophyll a; Chl a, chlorophyll a; DAPI, 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole;
DN, dissolved nitrogen; DOC, dissolved organic carbon; DP, dissolved phosphorous; KPAR, attenuation coefficient of photosynthetically active
radiation; TN, total nitrogen; TP, total phosphorous.
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epilimnetic layer. These profiles were recorded with
a Yellow Springs Instruments (YSI, Yellow Springs,
OH, USA) Pro Plus multiparameter probe and under-
water profiles of PAR were measured with a LI-COR
LI-190 Quantum Sensor (Lincoln, NE, USA).

Lake samples were collected by pumping water
into 20 l polycarbonate containers from a depth
corresponding to an irradiance in the range of
200–300 μmol photons m–2 s–1 and transported
refrigerated in the dark to the laboratory. Micro-
autoradiographic incubations were carried out
immediately upon returning to the laboratory (2 to
3 h after collection). The relative abundance of AAP
bacteria was estimated on fixed samples by standard
infrared epifluorescence microscopy (Cottrell et al.,
2006). AAP and total bacterial cell size was also
determined by image analysis from the 4',6-diami-
dino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained cells using the
integration method (Sieracki et al., 1989).

Concentrations of total and dissolved phosphorous
(TP, TDP) were measured by the molybdenum-blue
method following persulfate digestion. Total and
dissolved nitrogen (TN, TDN) were measured as
nitrates after alkaline persulfate digestion. DOC was
measured in 0.45 μm filtered samples by wet oxida-
tion using an OI Analytical Total Carbon Analyzer
(College Station, TX, USA).

Chl a and BChl a concentrations
Water samples were filtered through GF/F filters
(Whatman GE, Mississauga, ON, Canada), frozen and
subsequently extracted with hot ethanol. Chl a in the
extracts was measured spectrophotometrically at
665 nm using an UV/Vis UltroSpec 2100 Pro spectro-
photometer (Biochrom, Holliston, MA, USA), cor-
recting for turbidity at 750 nm and for the presence of
pheophytin. BChl a concentrations were measured
on a FL3500-FT fluorometer (Photon Systems Instru-
ments, Kolackova, Czech Republic) using the
standard calibration curve provided by the manu-
facturer. Samples were first treated with 3-(3,4-
dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU, 50μM final
concentration), an inhibitor of photosystem II
in oxygenic phototrophs, so that BChl a fluorescence
could be distinguished from Chl a fluorescence
(Koblízek et al., 2005).

Microautoradiography of AAP and total bacteria
The single-cell activity of AAP bacteria and bulk
bacteria was determined using the AAP-MAR
method, as described previously (Stegman et al.,
2014). In brief, 30ml water samples were spiked
with 3H-leucine (20 nM final concentration) in 60ml
transparent polystyrene culture flasks, and incu-
bated as described below. Incubations were ended
with the addition of paraformaldehyde (2% final
concentration), the samples were filtered onto
0.2 μm pore size black polycarbonate filters and then
stored at −80 °C for subsequent analysis. Sections

(1/8) of filters were mounted on slides and first
examined by infrared epifluorescence microscopy to
determine the exact location of microscope fields
containing AAP cells. After identifying and counting
the AAP cells, the filter sections were then taken off
the microscope and subjected to the microautoradio-
graphy procedure as described by Cottrell and
Kirchman (2003). A time series of autoradiographic
exposures was used to select the shortest time
required to identify the maximum number of active
cells in each lake sample. The exposure time was
7 days for all samples except for the oligotrophic
Lake Bowker, for which it was 35 days. After
exposure, slides were developed and fixed, dried
overnight and the filter sections were carefully
peeled off of the emulsion so that the cells remained
stuck to the slide. The cells were then stained with
DAPI, and the previously analyzed fields were
relocated automatically under the epifluorescence
microscope and analyzed again for the presence
of silver grains around DAPI-stained cells. After
analyzing all fields of view, ImagePro (Media
Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA) was used to align
DAPI images with the identified AAP cells from
before and after the autoradiographic exposure. If the
images matched, the two DAPI images were merged
to create a composite image and the MicrobeCounter
program (Cottrell and Kirchman, 2003) was used to
count AAP and total bacteria, to quantify those with
silver grains and to estimate the size of the silver
grain area (SGA) around active cells. As microscopic
counts of total bacteria include AAP bacteria, any
comparison between AAP and total bacteria would
be conservative even though AAP make up only a
small fraction of the total community (see Results).

Effect of light on single-cell activity and production of
AAP and total heterotrophic bacteria
In order to evaluate the influence of light on the
single-cell activity of AAP and total bacteria, AAP-
MAR was applied to lake water samples that were
incubated either under artificial PAR or in the dark.
3H-leucine incubations were conducted in 60ml
transparent polystyrene culture flasks. Three dark,
three light flasks plus one paraformaldehyde-killed
control were attached to a surface-tethered array and
incubated under artificial light at an irradiance of
150 μmol photons m− 2 s− 1 for 4 h in a tank with
circulating water to keep sample temperature at
20 ±2 °C. Illumination was provided by UV-free
fluorescent lamps (45-W Sun Blaster, Kelowna, BC,
Canada). The light intensity was measured with a HR
4000 spectrometer PAR sensor (Ocean Optics,
Winter Park, FL, USA). The paraformaldehyde-
fixed samples were filtered onto 0.2 μm pore size
black polycarbonate filters and stored at − 80 °C for
subsequent AAP-MAR analysis (see above).

To evaluate the influence of light on bulk bacterial
production, three replicates of 1.5 ml of lake water
plus one paraformaldehyde-killed control were
inoculated with 3H-leucine at a final concentration
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of 20 nM and incubated for 2 h either in the dark or
under the same light and temperature conditions
described above. Incubations were terminated by the
addition of paraformaldehyde (2% final concentra-
tion) and the samples were stored at 4 °C until
processing by the microcentrifuge method (Smith
and Azam, 1992).

Water color differed greatly among lakes, and thus
we corrected for the possible disparity between
the incident radiation and the actual incident light
reaching the cells during the incubations. Measure-
ments of incident radiation (I0) and the extinction
coefficient (kd) of the lake water were used to
calculate light intensity at the 1 cm depth of the
water sample inside the incubation flask (ID), and the
cell activity data obtained from the light incubations
(percentage active cells, SGA and rate of leucine
incorporation) were corrected with the coefficient
that relates I0 and ID.

Statistical analyses
Differences in activity between AAP bacteria and
bulk bacteria and differences between light and dark
experiments were assessed with the Kruskal–Wallis
nonparametric test or the paired t-test. Relative AAP
bacterial abundance and percentages of active cells
were arcsine transformed and SGAs were log trans-
formed for parametric statistical analyses. Relation-
ships between variables were investigated with linear
correlation and regression techniques. All statistical
analyses were performed using the JMP 9.0 statistical
package (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

Results

We explored variations in abundance, cell size
and single-cell activity of AAP bacteria using the
AAP-MAR approach in seven different temperate
lakes (Table 1). The attenuation coefficient of PAR
(KPAR) varied fourfold (0.3 to 1.5m−1), DOC concen-
tration varied fivefold (2.6 to 14mg l− 1) and Chl a
and TP concentrations varied 15-fold (0.7 to
11 μg l− 1) and sixfold (2.7 to 16 μg l−1), respectively,
among the lakes (Table 1). All lakes except the
shallow Lake Waterloo were stratified during the
sampling period. Epilimnetic water temperatures
averaged 21±2 °C. Lakes Bowker, Nicolet, Waterloo
and Aylmer had a fully aerobic water column,
whereas lakes Magog, Coulombe and Croche had
an anoxic hypolimnion at the time of sampling. The
high thermal stability in the latter three lakes during
the time of sampling almost certainly prevented
mixing events between the oxygenated surface layers
and the deeper, anoxic layers. Considering that
samples were always collected from fully aerobic
subsurface waters, we can assume that the BChl
a-containing bacteria and the BChl a concentrations
observed originate from AAP bacteria, rather than
from anaerobic phototrophic bacteria.

AAP and total bacterial abundance, cell size and single-
cell activity
In general, AAP bacterial abundances were low
and varied fourfold (3 × 104–1×105 cell per ml)
among the lakes (Table 1). AAP abundance covaried
with total prokaryotic abundance, thus resulting
in small variations in the proportion of AAP bacteria
among lakes (1% to 4% of total DAPI counts,
mean 2.4%, Table 1). Total bacterial cell size varied
1.5-fold among all samples, from 0.10 to 0.18 μm3

(mean 0.13 ±0.036 μm3), whereas AAP bacterial
cell size varied more than twofold (Figure 1a),
from 0.13 to 0.29 μm3 (mean 0.17± 0.056 μm3). The
mean cell size of an AAP cell was 1.5-fold larger than
that of an average cell in the total bacterial commu-
nity (paired t-test, Po0.0001).

When all the lakes were considered together, the
proportion of active cells was significantly higher for
AAP bacteria than for total bacteria (paired t-test,
combining light and dark incubations Po0.0001,
Figure 1b). The percentage of cells actively taking up
3H-leucine varied remarkably among lakes, ranging
from 2% to 44% of total bacteria and from 16% to
58% of AAP bacteria. Overall, the active fraction of
AAP bacteria was almost twofold higher than the
active fraction of the whole community.

As the level of activity per cell can also vary
greatly, we also quantified the size of the SGA
surrounding active cells. The SGA varied consider-
ably among lake samples, with coefficients of
variation of 49% and 72% for total bacteria and
AAP cells, respectively. The mean SGA around
active AAP cells was on average significantly larger
than that for the bulk bacteria (paired t-test combin-
ing light and dark incubations, Po0.0001, Figure 1c).
Overall, the mean SGA around AAP cells (2.6 μm2)
was on average almost twofold larger than the area
around active cells from the bulk bacterial commu-
nity (1.44 μm2). There was no relationship between
the mean cell size and the level of cell activity
for AAP or total bacteria (data not shown), although
it should be noted that the current version of the
AAP-MAR method does not allow to discriminate
between the cell sizes of active and inactive bacteria
(Stegman et al., 2014). In order to account for
the differences in size between AAP and total
bacterial cells, the level of activity per cell (mean
SGA) was normalized to the mean cell size
(Figure 1d). The mean SGA per unit cell volume of
an active AAP bacterium was slightly higher than
that of an active cell in the total bacterial community
(11 vs 16 μm2 μm− 3 for total bacteria and AAP,
respectively), although this difference was not
statistically significant (P40.05; paired t-test com-
bining light and dark incubations).

The variability in bacterial activity among
replicate samples differed from lake to lake. The
mean s.e. of three replicate microautoradiographic
assays ranged from 0.20% to 6.84% for total bacteria
and from 1.45% to 18.1% for AAP bacteria
(Supplementary Table S1). The s.e. associated with
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the measurements of SGA in three replicate samples
ranged from 0.02 to 0.53 μm2 for active cells in the
bulk bacterial community and from 0.1 to 1.5 μm2 for
active AAP cells (Supplementary Table S1).

Abundance and single-cell activity of total and AAP
bacteria across environmental gradients
We explored the patterns in abundance, proportion
of active cells and the level of cell-specific activity
of AAP and total bacteria in relation to the
environmental variables listed in Table 2. In general,
total and AAP bacterial abundances responded
similarly to changes in the measured environmental
variables. The abundance of both groups increased
with system productivity, being positively related
with phosphorous, nitrogen and Chl a concentration
(Table 2). The concentration of BChl a was also
positively correlated with phosphorous, nitrogen
and Chl a concentrations, as well as light attenuation
(Table 2). In contrast, the percentage of active cells
in both groups decreased with increasing nitrogen,
Chl a, DOC and KPAR (Table 2), and there was a
strong positive relationship between the proportion
of total and AAP active cells (Figure 2). The volume-

normalized SGA of AAP and total bacteria were
also negatively correlated with Chl a, nitrogen and
phosphorous concentrations and, interestingly, the
BChl a content per cell was positively correlated
with the SGA of AAP cells (Table 2).

Light effects on AAP and total bacterial activity
Although AAP and total bacteria behaved similarly
with respect to nutrient status, they differed in their
responses to light. Overall, the exposure of bacterial
communities to light significantly increased the
percentage of active cells (Po0.05), but this increase
was on average larger for AAP bacteria than for the
bulk community; the mean enhancement of the
relative number of active cells was 28% versus
37% for total and AAP bacteria, respectively. This
enhancement varied greatly among lakes (Figure 3),
with the largest enhancement occurring in the lake
with the highest light attenuation coefficient. The
light-driven stimulation of the proportion of active
cells in the bulk community was lower than that of
AAP in four out of seven lakes (Figure 3), and the
highest stimulation was found in Lake Magog, and
this was the only case where an increase in the

Figure 1 Cell size (a), percentage of active cells (b), average SGA around active cells (c) and average SGA around active cells normalized
for biovolume (d) of AAP and bulk bacterial cells. Central lines indicate median values and combine data from light and dark incubations,
boxes indicate the lower and upper quartiles, whiskers depict the 10th and 90th percentiles and the dots represent outliers. The asterisks
indicate significant differences (Po0.05) between AAP and total cells.
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number of total bacteria was detected after incubation in
light conditions. AAP abundance never changed during
light incubations when compared with dark-incubated
samples or with killed controls (data not shown).

In contrast to the effect on percent active, light had
no significant effect on SGA for either active AAP
bacteria or active cells in the bulk community, relative
to the dark treatment (Figure 4a). Accordingly, there
was no effect of light on bulk 3H-leucine assimilation
rates (Figure 4b).

Contribution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial biomass
production
The total SGA of all cells that took up leucine is
strongly positively correlated with the correspond-
ing bulk leucine incorporation rates as shown by
Sintes and Herndl (2006) in the North Atlantic

Ocean. We found a similar relationship for total
bacteria in these lakes (Figure 5a). We used this
relationship to estimate the potential contribution of
AAP bacteria to total leucine incorporation (%BP) by
calculating the ratio of SGA around active AAP cells
to the SGA around all active bacterial cells.
The contribution of AAP bacteria to total leucine
incorporation varied among lakes, ranging from 5%
to 13% (Figure 5b). There was no significant
difference between light and dark incubations when
all the lakes were considered together, although the
effect of light differed among lakes (Figure 5b).
We found no clear pattern in the contribution of
AAP bacteria to total bacterial production along
gradients of DOC, nutrients or light attenuation.

Table 2 Correlations between AAP and total bacterial activity or abundance and environmental parameters

Abundance % AAP bacteria % Active bacteria Normalized SGA BChl a Sp BChl a

AAP TOT AAP AAP TOT AAP TOT AAP AAP

KPAR 0.33 0.26 0.31 −0.38 0.43 −0.41
DN 0.44 0.47 0.13 −0.35 −0.3 −0.27 −0.48 0.45 −0.58
TN 0.45 0.46 0.17 −0.31 −0.24 −0.27 −0.46 0.38 −0.67
DP 0.45 0.53 −0.14 −0.36 −0.48 0.24 −0.77
TP 0.16 0.26 −0.36 −0.3 −0.74
Chl a 0.47 0.57 −0.25 −0.23 −0.27 −0.33 0.91
DOC 0.24 0.16 0.31 −0.28 −0.11 −0.11 −0.58
DOC/Chl a −0.45 −0.66 0.18 0.38 0.45 −0.68 0.22
Sp BChl a −0.33 0.43

Abbreviations: AAP, aerobic anoxygenic phototrophic bacteria; BChl a, bacteriochlorophyll a; Chl a, chlorophyll a; DN, dissolved nitrogen; DOC,
dissolved organic carbon; DP, dissolved phosphorous; KPAR, attenuation coefficient of the photosynthetically active radiation; SGA, silver grain
area; Sp BChl a, specific bacteriochlorophyll a; TN, total nitrogen; TOT, total bacteria; TP, total phosphorous.
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is shown for significant correlations (α=0.05). Abundance was measured as cells per ml, normalized silver grain
area (SGA) as μm2 μm− 3, BChl a as ng l− 1 and specific BChl a as fg per cell.

Figure 2 Comparison between the percentage of active AAP cells
versus the percentage of active cells in the bulk bacterial
community across all lakes. Data from the light and dark
incubations for each lake are included for a total of 14
observations. The dashed line indicates a 1:1 relationship between
AAP bacteria and the total community. Error bars represent 1 s.d.

Figure 3 The response of AAP and total bacteria to exposure to
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) as determined by
changes in the proportion of active cells for each of the seven
lakes ranked by increasing light attenuation coefficients (KPAR).
The light-driven change in the percentage of active cells was
calculated as (% activeLight−% activeDark)/% activeDark. The central
line indicates the median value of the three replicates, boxes
indicate the lower and upper quartiles and whiskers depict the
10th and 90th percentiles.
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Discussion

The ecological and biogeochemical implications of
photoheterotrophic pathways are receiving increasing
attention, and during the past decade there have been
remarkable advances in our understanding of abun-
dance and distribution patterns of AAP bacteria in
lakes and oceans (Hojerová et al., 2011; Ferrera et al.,
2013; Fauteux et al., 2015). One of the main challenges
in furthering our understanding of the ecological role of
this group, and in particular in determining the
scenarios where theymay have an ecological advantage
over their heterotrophic bacterial counterparts, has
been determining the actual activity of these bacteria
in situ. It is well recognized that aquatic bacterial
communities are composed of cells with a wide range
of single-cell metabolic activities and physiological
states, and that only a fraction of cells within these
complex bacterial assemblages are metabolically active
at a given time (Del Giorgio and Gasol, 2008). This
likely applies to AAP bacteria as well, but until recently
it was technically impossible to determine the activity
of AAP bacterial cells within bacterial assemblages.
The recent development of the AAP-MAR method
(Stegman et al., 2014) opened the way to exploring the
in situ patterns of activity of AAP bacteria. We applied
this approach to seven different lakes in Quebec,
representing the first assessment of single-cell activity
of freshwater AAP and their contribution to total
biomass production in inland waters.

We chose leucine because it has been shown to be
taken up by the widest spectrum of freshwater
bacteria (see Salcher et al., 2013), and because it is
the substrate most commonly used in aquatic studies
for routine estimates of bulk bacterial production,
therefore allowing for comparisons with previous
results. The strong relationship we observed between
the total SGA surrounding active cells and the bulk
leucine uptake suggests that our approach effectively

captures at least the fraction of the community that
is active in leucine uptake. It is well recognized,
however, that it is unlikely that a single method can
be used to describe all the facets of bacterial activity
(Smith and del Giorgio, 2003), and that the potential
effect of light should be explored on other aspects
of cell activity, such as respiration or in the
incorporation of other substrates.

The fraction of total and AAP bacteria that took up
leucine varied widely among the lakes we examined,
as has been typically observed before for the total
community (see Smith and del Giorgio, 2003). This
variability suggests that there is a large heterogeneity
in the proportion of cells that are active in substrate
uptake among lakes, yet in all cases, the active
fraction of AAP bacteria was always higher than the
active fraction of the whole community. In addition,
the average specific rate of leucine uptake, based
on the SGA around individual cells, was almost
twofold higher for active AAP bacteria than for the
average active bacterial cell in the community. This
difference was slightly higher than that of the two
previous MAR-AAP studies (1.6- and 1.4-fold,
Kirchman et al., 2014; Stegman et al., 2014), and is
also in agreement with previous studies showing that
AAP bacteria tend to grow faster than the bulk
bacterial community across a diverse range in
aquatic habitats (Koblízek et al., 2007; Liu et al.,
2010; Ferrera et al., 2011). We have further shown
that AAP bacteria were on average larger than the
average cell size in the community, a pattern that has
been reported before (Sieracki et al., 2006; Lamy
et al., 2011; Fauteux et al., 2015). All this evidence
indicates that at least a fraction of the AAP bacteria
may be an intrinsically fast-growing component of
aquatic bacterial communities. However, the large
variability in these AAP activity patterns reported
here and in the two previous studies (Kirchman
et al., 2014; Stegman et al., 2014) suggests that AAP

Figure 4 Comparison of the activity of AAP bacteria and of the total bacterial community in light versus dark incubations. Average SGA
associated with both active AAP cells and with active cells in the bulk community in light versus dark incubations (a), and bulk 3H-leucine
incorporation in light versus dark incubations (b). The dashed line indicates the 1:1 ratio. Error bars are 1 s.d. Insets in each panel show SGA
values around active AAP (a) and bulk 3H-leucine incorporation rates (b) between light and dark conditions pooling the seven lakes together.
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bacteria are far from being a homogeneous functional
guild in terms of cell size, single-cell metabolic
activity and physiological status.

It is interesting to note that the variation among
lakes in the proportion of metabolically active AAP
cells was opposite to that in AAP cell abundance:
whereas total AAP bacterial abundance tended to
increase with lake trophic status, a pattern that has
been previously reported (Hojerová et al., 2011;
Fauteux et al., 2015), the proportion of active AAP
cells and their single-cell activity tended to decline
along this same gradient. A similar trend was

observed by Stegman et al. (2014) in the Delaware
estuary, where the relative abundance of AAP
bacteria was highest in the highly productive
brackish waters and decreased toward less produc-
tive marine waters, but the opposite was true for the
proportion of active AAP bacteria. This pattern
suggests that the abundance of AAP cells in a system
is not a simple function of their growth rate, but also
depends on the factors that regulate the loss and
the persistence of the active and inactive pool
of AAP cells. Regardless of the mechanism, our
results indicate that the abundance and activity
patterns of AAP bacteria are only loosely coupled,
and that conclusions about the ecological role of
these prokaryotes cannot be based on abundance
patterns alone.

The covariation between AAP and total bacterial
abundance observed in previous studies (Salka et al.,
2008; Hojerová et al., 2011; Fauteux et al., 2015)
suggests that AAP bacteria respond to the same basic
environmental drivers and are subject to a similar
overall regulation as the bulk bacterial community.
Our results support this hypothesis, as we show here
that the abundance of active AAP bacteria tracked
that of the total bacteria community across lakes.
AAP cells appear, however, to be more dynamic than
the community as a whole, which was evidenced by
a larger variability in the cell size, in the level of
single-cell activity, and in the proportion of active
cells, relative to the total community. This higher
variability in size and activity, which has also been
reported in previous studies (Kirchman et al., 2014;
Stegman et al., 2014; Fauteux et al., 2015), suggests
that although the physiological structure of AAP
bacteria and of the bulk community may be
influenced by the same overall drivers, the response
of AAP bacteria to variations in these drivers may be
different and more dynamic than of other hetero-
trophic bacteria.

In particular, sunlight would be the most likely
environmental factor differentially influencing
the physiological structure of the AAP bacterial
assemblage relative to the bulk bacterial community.
In support of this idea, and in accordance to recent
results (Stegman et al., 2014), we observed that
the percentage of active AAP, but not that of the
bulk bacteria, was negatively correlated to light
attenuation, suggesting that the proportion of active
AAP cells may be enhanced by light availability.
We experimentally confirmed this pattern in our
light/dark incubations, where we found a light-
driven enhancement in the proportion of active
AAP cells that was different to the light-driven
responses in the bulk bacteria. This enhancement,
however, was not accompanied by increases in the
average SGA around active AAP cells. The observed
light-driven increase in the proportion of active AAP
cells could have been due simply to a light-enhanced
division rate of active AAP cells, but the abundance
of AAP cells did not increase after exposure to light
compared with dark incubations or the killed control
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Figure 5 Relationship between bulk 3H-leucine incorporation
rate and the total average SGA associated with the total bacterial
community (a). The numbers are means+s.d. calculated with data
from both light and dark incubations for the total community. The
solid line is a linear regression fit through all log-transformed data
(Po0.05). Contribution of AAP bacteria to total bacterial produc-
tion in the lakes, ranked by increasing system productivity (b). For
each lake, yellow and green bars show the contribution estimated
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indicate median values, boxes indicate the lower and upper
quartiles, whiskers depict the 10th and 90th percentiles and the
dots represent outliers.
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in any of the lakes (results not shown). These results
suggest that light may play a role in the activation of
AAP cells, regulating the passage of cells from
dormant or slow-growing states to an active-
growing state, but without necessarily enhancing
the activity rates of individual cells. The hypothesis
that light may play a role in the activation of AAP
bacteria may in part explain why BChl a-containing
AAP cells are found under the ice in northern lakes
and in the Arctic Ocean in winter (Cottrell and
Kirchman, 2009; Fauteux et al., 2015). As the
pigment cannot offer a metabolic advantage when
light intensities are near zero, it may facilitate
activation of AAP cells when light increases
and other environmental conditions become more
favorable in the spring.

We found a positive relationship between BChl a per
AAP cell and activity per AAP cell as measured by
SGA, suggesting that AAP cells may be more active
because they have more pigment. This result supports
the hypothesis that the small enhancement of AAP
bacterial activity due to phototrophy can be accumu-
lated and evidenced over the lifetime of an AAP cell
(see Kirchman and Hanson, 2013; Kirchman et al.,
2014). Thus, it may be possible that light does increase
AAP growth rates but that the enhancement is too small
to be measurable in a short incubation experiment.

The larger cell sizes, higher activity and growth
rates and preferential grazing of AAP bacteria have
repeatedly led to the hypothesis that this group plays
a disproportionately large role in the cycling of carbon
and nutrients in aquatic food webs (Hojerová et al.,
2011; Kirchman et al., 2014; Koblížek, 2015). So far,
however, no study had actually quantified their
contribution to total bacterial activity in natural
ecosystems. We estimated that the contribution of
AAP cells to total bacterial community leucine
incorporation averaged 10%, and varied from 5% to
17%. These estimated values of potential contribution
of AAP bacteria are lower than those reported by
Koblízek et al. (2007) and Hojerová et al. (2011) for
marine waters, but those studies were based on
growth rates estimated from the diurnal decay in
BChl a. Regardless, all the evidence suggests that AAP
bacteria contribute disproportionately to overall bac-
terial community activity in aquatic ecosystems.

Taken together, our results demonstrate that this
ubiquitous group of bacteria represents a very active
and dynamic component in freshwater microbial
communities. On average, AAP bacteria accounted
for 6% of all active cells, and this was twofold higher
than their average contribution to total bacterial
abundance (Figure 6). As a consequence of their high
cell-specific activity and the high relative abundance
of active AAP cells, the potential contribution of AAP
bacteria to total biomass production was on average
twofold higher than their contribution to total bacterial
biovolume and threefold higher than their contribution
to total bacterial abundance (Figure 6). In addition to
light and other environmental properties, grazing and
viral lysis not considered here may differentially

control the dynamics of the active and inactive pools
of AAP cells relative to the rest of heterotrophic
bacteria. Indeed, experimental evidence has shown
that the larger average cell size and higher cell activity
of marine and freshwater AAP seem to render the
group particularly vulnerable to grazing (Ferrera et al.,
2011; Garcia-Chaves et al., 2015). As there is strong
evidence that AAP cells are preferentially grazed even
by freshwater crustacean zooplankton (Garcia-Chaves
et al., 2015), the contribution of AAP bacteria to the
bacterial flow of carbon toward higher trophic levels
may be even more important in freshwater ecosystems
than in other aquatic habitats.
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